Abstract. We study the complexity of 2mth order de nite elliptic problems Lu = f (with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions) over a d-dimensional domain , error being measured in the H m ( )-norm. The problem elements f belong to the unit ball of W r;p ( ), where p 2 2; 1] and r > d=p.
Introduction
The majority of research (see, e.g., 9]) in information-based complexity has concentrated on problems for which we have partial information that is exact. There has recently been a stream of work (much of which has been done by L. Plaskota, and is described in his monograph 7]) on the complexity of problems with partial information that is contaminated by noise. In this paper, we study the complexity of elliptic partial di erential equations Lu = f, with noisy partial information.
Most previous work (see, e.g., 10] , 11], and 12], as well as the references cited therein) on the complexity of elliptic PDEs has assumed that we have complete information about the coe cients of L, and exact (but partial) information about the right-hand side f. As a typical result, consider the 2mth order elliptic boundary value problem Lu = f (with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions), de ned on a d-dimensional domain . The right-hand sides f belong to the unit ball BW r;p ( ) of the Sobolev space W r;p ( ), so that they have r derivatives in the L p sense. We require that p 2 2; 1] and r > d=p. Error of an approximation is measured in the H m ( )-norm.
Information about a problem element f consists of the values of f (or some of its derivatives) at a nite number of points in . Then the minimal error over all algorithms using at most n evaluations is (n ?r=d ). It then follows that the "-complexity (i.e., the minimal cost of calculating an "-approximation) is ? (1=") d=r . Moreover, a nite element method using quadrature (FEMQ), which only uses function values (and no derivatives) is optimal. The details for the special case This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant CCR-95-00850. p = 2 can be found in 10, Section 5.5]; the proof for the general case p = 2; 1] is not much di erent than that for this special case.
Of course, it is more realistic to assume that we have only partial information about the coecients of L. This means that we are studying classes of elliptic Dirichlet problems L a u = f. Here L a is a linear elliptic operator of order 2m with coe cients a, de ned on a d-dimensional domain . The right-hand sides f once again belong to BW r;p ( ), and the coe cient vectors a now belong to a class A of functions. Note that our problem elements are now of the form f; a]. Since the solution u = L ?1 a f depends nonlinearly on a, we are now dealing with a nonlinear problem. There has been little work on the complexity of nonlinear problems arising in partial di erential equations. One such result is the following, from 10, pp. 110{111]:
Assume that we can compute f and the coe cients a of L a (or their derivatives) at points in .
Then the nth minimal error is (n ?r=d ), this error being achieved by an FEMQ using n evaluations.
Although 10] does not derive the complexity from this minimal error result, it is not too di cult to show that the "-complexity is still ?
(1=") d=r . Indeed, we can use multigrid techniques (see 2], especially Chapter 7) to get a su ciently-good approximation to the FEMQ, in time proportional to the number of information evaluations used.
However, we can ask that the information be made even more realistic. So far, we have only dealt with the case of exact partial information about problem elements f; a]. But in practice, these evaluations are contaminated by noise. In this paper, we study the complexity of elliptic problems in which we have noisy information about the coe cients of L a and the function f. How does this change the problem complexity? What algorithms are optimal? Note that Plaskota's monograph 7] on complexity and noisy information mainly deals with linear problems. Hence, we cannot directly apply the results of 7]. However, it turns out that we can obtain lower bounds by considering only problem elements f; a] with xed a, and then applying the ideas in 7]; we can get upper bounds by using some perturbation arguments, along with the results in 10, pp. 110{111].
We will slightly restrict the generality of the problem in two respects, mainly to simplify the exposition:
(1) We consider only de nite elliptic problems. These are self-adjoint problems whose variational formulations involve strongly coercive bilinear forms.
(2) We measure error in the norm k k H m ( ) , which is equivalent to the problem's natural energy norm.
Information about any particular f; a] consists of a nite number of noisy samples. We can calculate approximate values of (some derivative of) either f or a coe cient of L a at any point in , the error in each approximate value being at most 0. In other words, let be a multi-index (which tells us which derivative, possibly the zeroth, to evaluate) and let x be a point in (at which we will evaluate). Rather than having an exact value of (D f)(x) or of (D a)(x), with a some coe cient appearing in L a , we have a value y for which jy ? (D f)(x)j or jy ? (D a)(x)j , respectively. We assume that the noise level of all evaluations is the same. The extension of the results of this paper to include the case where the noise levels of evaluations vary is an open problem. Let us outline the contents and results of this paper. In Section 2, we give a precise description of the class of problems to be solved, namely 2mth order elliptic problems over a d-dimensional domain, with problem elements of smoothness r. Next, we describe noisy information for this problem, said information being possibly-adaptive. We de ne algorithms using said information and the error of such algorithms. Finally, we describe our model of computation, which allows us to de ne the cost of an algorithm and the complexity of our problem. Note that since we are using noisy information values, the cost c( ) of calculating a noisy sample value will depend on , see 7, Section 2.9] for further discussion.
In Section 3, we prove a lower bound of n ?r=d + for the nth minimal radius of -noisy information for this problem. This means that if we want to be able to calculate "-approximations for arbitrarily small ", we need to both increase n and decrease the noise level . This means that if we cannot decrease the noise level, then there is a cuto error value " 0 such that we can only calculate "-approximations for " " 0 .
Once we know a lower bound on the minimal radius, we want to nd an algorithm whose error matches this bound. We describe the noisy nite element method with quadrature (FEMQ) in Section 4. Although we allow the evaluation of derivatives of problem elements, the noisy FEMQ only evaluates function values, and not higher-order derivatives. Furthermore, the FEMQ uses nonadaptive information, even though adaptive information is permissible.
In Section 5, we show that the error of the FEMQ using n noisy samples is proportional to n ?r=d + when the parameters de ning the noisy FEMQ are properly chosen. Thus the noisy FEMQ is a minimal error algorithm, and adaption is no stronger than nonadaption for our problem.
Note that the n-evaluation noisy FEMQ requires the solution of an n n linear system G a x = b, where G a depends on the coe cients a of the di erential operator and b depends on the righthand side f. If we were only considering a single xed operator L, then we could precompute the inverse (or LU-decomposition) of G a , since this is independent of any problem element f. We could then ignore the cost of this precomputation, considering it as a xed overhead, since it would only be done once. However, for the problems studied in this paper, not only do the right-hand sides f vary, but also the operators L a , since we consider arbitrary f; a] 2 F. This means that the factorization of G a is no longer independent of the problem element considered, and so we cannot ignore its cost. We discuss the e cient implementation of the noisy FEMQ in Section 6. Using a multigrid technique, we can calculate an approximation to the noisy FEMQ solution. This multigrid approximation uses (n) noisy evaluations and has error proportional to n ?r=d + . Moreover, we can calculate this approximation using (n) arithmetic operations, which is optimal.
Finally, in Section 7, we determine the "-complexity of our problem. Recall that c( ) is the cost of calculating a -accurate function value. We nd that comp(") = inf
for some constant C. The noisy FEMQ using n evaluations having noise level is an optimal algorithm for our problem, with minimizing the expression above and
As a speci c example, suppose that c( ) = ?s , where s > 0. We then nd that the optimal is proportional to ", and that the complexity is proportional to (1=") d=r+s . (The details are in Section 7.) Let us see how much we lose when we go from exact information to noisy information.
For exact information, we assume that one function (or derivative) evaluation has cost c. Then the complexity for exact information is proportional to c(1=") d=r . For the sake of comparison, let us write the complexity for noisy information as (1=") d=r 0 , where
Since r 0 < r, we see that the complexity of our problem using noisy information of smoothness r is the same as the complexity using exact information of lesser smoothness r 0 .
Remark: We previously mentioned that this paper deals with de nite elliptic problems and that we only give results for the norm k k H m 0 ( ) . One can apply the relevant techniques found in 10, Section 5.5] to see that the error estimates of this paper (both lower and upper bounds) also hold for the lower norms k k H l ( ) for 0 l m. We will consider extensions to inde nite problems involving weakly coercive forms in a later paper 13].
Problem Description
In what follows, we assume that the reader is familiar with the usual terminology and notations arising in the variational study of elliptic boundary value problems, such as multi-indices, Sobolev spaces, and the like. See 10, Chapter 5 and Appendix] for further details, as well as the references cited therein. For any ordered ring X , we let X + and X ++ respectively denote the nonnegative and strictly positive elements of X , this notation being used when X = R or X = Z. The unit ball of the normed linear space X will be denoted by BX. All O-, -, and -relations will be independent of n, , and ". We will let A denote a class of coe cient vectors, each giving an elliptic problem. More precisely, for given positive 0 , M, and , we will let A denote the class of all a such that the following conditions hold:
(1) The operators L a are strongly elliptic in , i.e., Roughly speaking, a 2 A if (2.1) is a self-adjoint elliptic boundary value problem, the only novelty being that we require a \uniformity condition." Note that for the sake of simplicity, we have assumed that the coe cient vector a and the right-hand side f all have the same smoothness, i.e., the same number r of derivatives (in the Sobolev sense).
Our class of problem elements will be F = BW r;p ( ) A We wish to calculate approximate solutions to this problem, using noisy standard information.
To be speci c, we will be using uniformly sup-norm-bounded noise. Our notation and terminology is that of 7] and 8]. (The Sobolev embedding theorem guarantees that these derivatives are well-de ned.) Note that for any i, . whether to terminate at the ith step, . the points x i , . the multi-indices (i), . the choice of whether to evaluate (a derivative of) the right-hand side f or a coe cient function a ; may all be determined adaptively, depending on the previously-calculated y 1 ; : : : ; y i?1 . Now that we have de ned the error and cost of an algorithm, we can nally de ne the complexity of our problem. We shall say that comp(") = inff cost( ; N ) : N and such that e( ; N ) " g is the "-complexity of our problem. An algorithm using noisy information N for which e( ; N ) " and cost( ; N ) = ? comp(") is said to be an optimal algorithm.
A Lower Bound on the Minimal Radius
The most commonly-used idea (see, e.g., 9, Section 4.4]) for determining the problem complexity and optimal algorithms is as follows: we rst determine the minimal error possible using a given number of evaluations, and then invert this relationship to determine the minimal number of evaluations necessary to achieve a given error. We will use this idea in this paper. is the radius of information, i.e., the minimal error among all algorithms using given information N .
The nth minimal radius r n ( ) = inff r(N ) : card N n g; is the minimal error among all algorithms using noisy information of cardinality at most n. Noisy information N n; of cardinality n such that r(N n; ) = ? r n ( ) is said to be nth optimal information. An optimal error algorithm using nth optimal information is said to be an nth minimal error algorithm.
In this Section, we show that the nth minimal radius of noisy information is bounded from below by n ?r=d + , i.e., the sum of the nth minimal radius of exact information and the noise level.
In the next Section, we show that the nite element method with quadrature (FEMQ) of degree at least r using n noisy evaluations achieves this error, and hence this FEMQ is a minimal error algorithm. In Section 7, we use these results to nd the problem complexity and to determine when the FEMQ is an optimal algorithm.
The main result of this section is a lower bound on the nth minimal radius: and the desired result (3.1) follows, as claimed. We next claim that r n ( ) = (n ?r=d ):
Indeed, since r n ( ) r n (0), it su ces to show that r n (0) = (n ?r=d ). This latter inequality was proved for the case p = 2 in 10, pg. 111], the only dependence on the assumption that p = 2 being in its use of 10, Theorem 5.5.1]. It is easy to see that the proof of this latter Theorem easily extends to the case of p 2 2; 1]. Hence the desired result (3.2) holds, as claimed.
Our Theorem now follows immediately from (3.1) and (3.2).
The Noisy FEMQ
In this section, we de ne the noisy nite element method with quadrature (FEMQ). This is an algorithm using standard information consisting only of function evaluations, i.e., no derivative evaluations are used. Our notation is the standard one found in, e.g., 4] and 10, Chapter 5].
The easiest way to describe the noisy FEMQ is by following three steps. First, we describe the noise-free \pure" nite element method (FEM), which uses non-standard information. Next, we describe the noise-free FEMQ, which uses exact standard information. Finally, we describe the noisy FEMQ.
Before describing each of these FEMs, we rst establish some notation. LetK be a xed poly- 
of degree k. We will assume that the following conditions hold:
(1) fT n g 1 n=1 is a family of triangulations of such that S n = S (T n ) is a nite element space of dimension n.
(2) fT n g 1 n=1 is a quasi-uniform family of triangulations, i.e., lim sup
where h K is the diameter of K and K is the diameter of the largest sphere contained in K.
(3) Let k k denote the`2 matrix norm on R d . Then kB K k 1 for any element K 2 T n and any triangulation T n . We rst recall how the noise-free \pure" FEM is de ned. Let n 2 Z + , and let fs 1 ; : : : ; s n g be a basis for S n . For f; a] 2 F, nd u n = n X j=1 j s j ; in S n such that B a (u n ; s i ) = hf; s i i L 2 ( ) (1 i n): Since the bilinear forms B a are uniformly strongly coercive, it follows that for any n 2 Z ++ and any f; a] 2 F, there exists a unique u n 2 S n satisfying (4.2). Hence, the pure FEM is well-de ned.
Of course, if we want to calculate u n , we will need to calculate the inner products appearing in the matrix G and the vector b, which means that we have to calculate the various integrals Since only standard information is available to us, we cannot calculate these integrals for arbitrary f; a] 2 F. Instead, we shall use numerical quadrature to approximate these integrals, which gives us the (noise-free) FEMQ.
The quadrature rule used to de ne the FEMQ is initially de ned on the reference element. This reference quadrature rule has the formÎv for K = F K (K), with F K given by (4.1). Next, for any`2 Z + , we let N`= K2T`J j=1 fb j;K g denote the set of all quadrature nodes in all the elements belonging to T`. This is usually not a disjoint union, since a quadrature node on the boundary of one element will be on the boundary of an adjacent element sharing a common face.
We can now de ne the noise-free FEMQ. Let
denote the maximum number of coe cients that can appear in a 2mth order elliptic operator de ned on a d-dimensional domain. Given n 2 Z + , we de nẽ n = maxf card N`:`2 Z + and ( + 1) card N` n g:
Roughly speaking,ñ = bn=( + 1)c, allowing for the fact thatñ must be the cardinality of the set N`of quadrature nodes for some triangulation T`. Let In the remainder of this paper, we shall assume that the following conditions hold:
(1) The smoothness r of the problem elements F satis es r 1 (as well as our previous requirement r > d=p). We see that u Q n depends on f; a] only through N n ( f; a]), and so we write u Q n = n (N n ( f; a])), with n an algorithm using N n , which is exact standard information of cardinality at most n.
We are nally ready to de ne the noisy FEMQ. Given n 2 Z + , we once again choose the largest n 2 Z + satisfying (4.5), and a basis fs 1 ; : : : ; sñg for the nite element space Sñ. We now calculate a noisy version of N n ( f; a]). That is, for each element K 2 Tñ, each index j 2 f1; : : : ; Jg, and each pair of multi-indices ( ; ) with j j m and j j m, we obtain real numbersã ; ;j;K; andf j;K; satisfying jã ; ;j;K; ? a ; (b j;K )j We see thatũ Q n depends on f; a] only throughÑ n; ( f; a]), and so we writeũ Q n =~ n; (Ñ n; ( f; a])), with~ n; an algorithm using our noisy standard informationÑ n; .
Remark: Recall that we have stated that the solution operator S, the pure FEM, and the noiseless FEMQ are all well-de ned. We have not stated such a result for the noisy FEMQ. We will prove that the noisy FEMQ is well-de ned in the next section.
The Noisy FEMQ is a Minimal Error Algorithm
In this section, we prove that the noisy FEMQ is well-de ned, and that it is a minimal error algorithm. In particular, we give conditions on the degree k of the nite element space which are guarantee that the FEMQ using n noisy evaluations with a noise level of has error proportional to n ?r=d + . We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. .9) holds. Thus the noisy FEMQ~ n; is well-de ned for any such and n.
Before we bound the error of the noisy FEMQ, we rst note that by the conditions de ning A , the so-called \shift theorem" for elliptic problems holds for a constant that is independent of a 2 A . That is, if f 2 H r ( ), then for any a 2 A , we have S( f; a]) 2 H r+2 ( ). Moreover,
where the constant is independent of a 2 A , depending only on m, M, and r. See, for instance, the proof in 5], noting that the shift constant depends mainly on the geometry of the region and the size of the coe cients in the partial di erential operator L a .
We now turn to the error of the noisy FEMQ. Let 2 0; 0 ] and n n . For f; a] 2 F, let u = S( f; a]). From is sharp for the case p = 2, i.e., e(~ n; ;Ñ n; ) = (n ? =d + ) for p = 2:
Indeed, clearly (3.1) implies that e(~ n; ;Ñ n; ) r n ( ) = ( ):
On the other hand, the exact FEMQ is an instance of a noisy FEMQ, and so e(~ n; ;Ñ n; ) e( n ; N n ):
But for p = 2, we have e( n ; N n ) = (n ? =d ); see 10, pg. 106]. Combining these last three inequalities, we get e(~ n; ;Ñ n; ) = (n ? =d + ); the desired lower bound matching the upper bound in Theorem 5.1, when p = 2.
Combining Theorems 3.1 and 5.1, we nd Corollary 5.1.
(1) r n ( ) = (n ?r=d + ).
(2) The noisy FEMQ, using a quadrature rule that is exact of degree at least 2k + r ? 1, is a minimal error algorithm if k r.
(3) Adaption is no stronger than non-adaption. (1) We do not need an exact solution of the linear system Ga = b, but only one whose error is comparable to the error of the noisy FEMQ.
(2) We can use an iteration for solving the linear system. Moreover:
(a) A su ciently-accurate solution corresponding to the coarser grid is a good initial guess for the solution corresponding to the ner grid. (b) The iteration on the ner grid has the e ect of smoothing, i.e., damping out the oscillatory part of the error, so that this smoothed solution is well approximated on the coarser grid. Our presentation (and analysis) of the multigrid technique will be based on that in 3, Chapter 6], which covers only the de nite problems.
We rst establish notation. Recall that fT n g 1 n=1 is a quasi-uniform grid sequence. Let us write h j = max K2T j h K for the meshsize of T j . Recall (from Theorem 5.1) that the noisy FEMQ~ n; is well-de ned if n n . Let n 1 = n < n 2 < < n l?1 < n l be a sequence of integers, chosen so that T n j?1 T n j , and thus S n j?1 S n j and h n j 1 2 h n j?1 (2 j l):
We let j be xed, but arbitrary, index in f1; : : : ; lg. If p 1 ; : : : ; p n j are the interior nodes of the triangulation T n j , then we get the standard nite element basis fs 1 ; : : : ; s n j g for S n j by requiring that s i (p i 0) = i;i 0 for 1 i; i 0 n j (see, e.g., the discussion in 10, Sections 5.7 and A.2.3]).
We de ne a mesh-dependent inner product h ; i j on S n j by hv;
Then the operator A j on S n j is de ned by hA j v; wi j =B a;n j ; (v; w) 8 v; w 2 S n j :
Note that we may follow the proof of 3, Lemma 6.2.8] to nd an upper bound (A j ) j = Ch ?2m n j (6.2) on the spectral radius of A j , where the constant C is independent of the index j and the coe cient vector a. Let us de ne f j 2 S n j by requiring that hf j ; si j =f n j (s) 8 s 2 S n j and let us writeũ j for the solutionũ j =ũ Q n j of the noisy FEMQ for S n j , so that with l the maximal index for which card N n; n. Then we may writê u l = n;
? N n; ( f; a]) ; where n; is the full multigrid algorithm. The main result for this section is Theorem 6.1.
(1) The full multigrid algorithm is well-de ned.
(2) There exists an index t such that the error of the full multigrid algorithm is e( n; ; N n; ) = O(n ? =d + );
where (as in Theorem 5.1) = minfk; rg: (3) The combinatory cost of the full multigrid scheme FMG(l; t) is (n).
Proof: The well-de nedness follows from Theorem 5.1. To prove the desired error estimate, let us rst consider the jth-level multigrid iteration. Let k k E j be the energy norm de ned by kvk E j =B a;n j ; (v; v) 1=2 ; this energy norm being equivalent to the usual H m 0 ( )-norm. We claim that there exists a constant C such that kz ? MG(j; z 0 ; g)k E j C C + 1 kz ? z 0 k E j ; (6.3) the constant C being independent of g; z; z 0 2 S n j , j 2 Z + , and f; a] 2 F. (There is a \1" in the denominator because we do one pre-smoothing and one post-smoothing step at each level.) Indeed, we only need to (carefully) check that the proof of the analogous result 3, Proposition 6.6.12] applies in our case, once we have made the following changes:
(1) Instead of using 3, Lemma 6.2.8], we use our estimate (6.2) for the spectral radius of A j .
(2) For any s 0, let jjjvjjj s;j = hA s j v; vi j 8 v 2 S n j : Let P j : H m 0 ( ) ! S n j be the orthogonal projection operator with respect to the inner productB a;n j ; , i.e., for any v 2 H m 0 ( ), the element P j v 2 S n j satis es B a;n j ; (P j v; w) =B a;n j ; (v; w) 8 w 2 S n j :
Then instead of using the approximation property in 3, Corollary 6.4.4], we use the analogous result that there exists a positive constant C such that jjj(I ? P j?1 )vjjj 1;j Ch m n j jjjvjjj 2;j 8 v 2 S n j :
We now consider the error of the full multigrid method, following the proof of 3, Theorem 6. HenceŴ j tC(n j + n j?1 + + n 1 ) Cn j for some constant C. In particularŴ l = O(n l ) = O(n): SinceŴ l is the combinatory cost of the full multigrid scheme FMG(l; t), this completes the proof of the Theorem.
Complexity
In this Section, we determine the complexity of the noisy elliptic problem. It will be useful to explicitly specify some of the order-of-magnitude constants in some of the estimates in the previous sections. Thus, Theorem 3.1 tells us that there exists a positive constant C 1 such that r n ( ) C 1 (n ?r=d + ):
Moreover, let~ n; be the noisy FEMQ of degree k r, using a quadrature rule that is exact of degree at least 2k + r ? 1. Then by Theorem 6.1, there exist positive constants C 2 and C 3 = C 3 (g) such that e( n; ; N n; ) C 2 (n ?r=d + ) (7.2) and cost( n; ; N n; ) C 3 c( )n: The upper bound is attained by using the noisy FEMQ n; described above, with n = ; (7.6) and with chosen minimizing (7.5).
Proof: To prove (7.4), suppose that is an algorithm using noisy information N such that e( ; N ) ". Then card N n, where n must be large enough to make r n ( ) ". The Finally, since > 0 is arbitrary, we get the desired lower bound (7.4) .
To prove the remainder of this Theorem, let > 0. If (7.6) holds, then we may use (7.2) to see that e(~ n; ;Ñ n; ) ". Now using (7.3), we have cost( n; ; N n; ) C 3 c( ) First, note that lim s!0 c s ( ) = 1, i.e., the cost of obtaining -accurate samples becomes a constant, independent of , when s tends to zero. Using (7.8), we see that lim s!0 comp s (") = ? comp exact (") . Thus as the (varying) cost of noisy information approaches the ( xed) cost of exact information, the problem complexity for noisy information approaches that for exact information.
Moreover, we can determine the penalty that must be paid when noisy information is used for the elliptic problem, instead of exact information. As mentioned in the Introduction to this paper, one way of measuring this penalty is to write comp(") = 1 " d=r 0 ! ; where r 0 = d d + rs r: Hence, the complexity of our problem using noisy information of smoothness r is the same as the complexity using exact information of lesser smoothness r 0 .
